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ABTRACTION 

 

Hardness represent a[n action which impinge law. Hardness in family happened caused by 

ketidaksetaraan of Gender and ketidaksetaraan of power believed in society. Hardness in 

household, specially hardness to wife show the nature of badness which extend in marriage 

[relation/link]. Hardness to wife can be categorized as badness and have to get serious security 

by State. 

Hence from that, formula of[is problem of which later will become fundamental of[is problem of 

research of problem which [is] writer lift [is]: ( 1) Why happened to act [done/conducted] [by] 

hardness [is] husband to wife? ( 2) Any kind of [done/conducted] [by] hardness forms [is] 

husband to wife? 

In this research use 2 source of data, that is primary data and data of sekunder. As for becoming 

primary data [is] 3 wife people as hardness victim and 1 people as my informan that is Mr. RT. 

While source of data of sekunder obtained to [pass/through] observation of books of literature 

theoretically, literature, article, internet, and others. 

Method the used [is] Diskriptif Kualitataif, Approach Of Study Case. Technics [of] its data 

collecting use and observation of interview. Later;Then the datas analysed by using analysis of 

Diskriptif Qualitative. By depicting or defining situation of or subyek of obyek research pursuant 

to facts which look or as it is. [So that/ to be] writer can give conclusion and picture concerning 

hardness to wife in family. 

From result of research found that reason of which [is] background the happening of hardness in 

family caused by conflict which [do] not be finished collectively/together [among/between] 

suami-istri. Lack of communications [among/between] wife husband can become impeller factor 

the happening of hardness in family. Hardness forms in natural family by responder of dalm this 

research [is] hardness of physical, the example: beating and slaping. Psychical hardness, sigh 

Your Exellency the example [do] not wife. Hardness of economics, the example [do] not give 

maintenace to its wife. Hardness of sexual, the example order to serve its wife at the (time) of 

pain or at the (time) of month;moon dating. Responder attitude in face of hardness in its 

household very immeasurable, and on that account also efforts to be [done/conducted] [do] not 

be [is] same always. There are some responder answering to [it] fatefully and there [is] also 

chosening to divorce 

 


